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A Decade of Commemorations...

Who are Celtcia?

Why Celtcia?

Support Celtcia?

Celtcia was established by one individual in 2006 to provide
Ireland with the option of Irish influenced architecture and urban planning. Celtcia seek to boost tourism in Ireland and provide new focal points and activities in the Republic of Ireland
by offering world class solutions.

Celtcia are not developer driven they look into the future with a
public mind. Celtcia look at ideas and spaces that unlock the
potential of Ireland. The unknown and overlooked areas the
space between places. Celtcia could be considered a charity
based on it’s previous commitment to the people of Ireland
and the lack of support it has received to date.

Celtcia have never had any public or private support.
Celtcia are seeking support to play a role in the next 100 years
of Irish history by developing its concepts further. This may include design studio’s @ UCD/DIT/EU/DCC/BOI funding and
floor space of 5%. Celtcia can license ideas to be developed
in an open environment. Supporting us is supporting growth
inTourism in Ireland and places for people.

Celtic Knots?

College Green?

Now what?

Celtcia propose a program of Celtic
Celtic knots in paving around
the City of Dublin. The various knots would be divided between the city councillors to resolve tension around various
points of the city. The Celtic knot in the garden at Dublin Castle allows us to connect the white neutral dots of the future.

Celtcia have the most sympathetic ,flexible and influential design for College Green that was developed before president
Obama gave his speech in the middle of the concept.

The clock is ticking and Celtcia need your support urgently.
Allow us the opportunity to enhance the 100 year celebration
of the Republic of Ireland and you will not be disappointed. We
are open to meet and discuss and provide information. However things have reached a tipping point and annual funding
and seed funding is required urgently to enable Celtcia to survive. Give people of Ireland choices they deserve....

TRAPEZOID STRENGTHENS EDGES OF THE
SQUARE

DANCING FOUNTAIN PIVOT
POINT,CENTRE POINT, FOCAL POINT
FOR THE CITY, CHILDREN PLAYING

Q: Could buses still use the space?
A: Yes
Q: Could the luas still use the space?
A: Yes
Q: Options for disruption to be reduced? A: Yes

REMOVABLE BOLLARDS IN A
VARITY OF TRAFFIC
CONFIGURATIONS

STUDY OPTIONS FOR REMOVAL AND/OR RETAINING THE
PALLINGS

STUDY OPENING UP THE
BANK FACADE AND ACTIVATING THE PUBLIC SPACE

